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Personal Sound Zones (PSZ) systems use an array of loudspeakers to render independent au-
dio signals to multiple listeners within a room. The performance of a PSZ system, designed
using Weighted Pressure Matching, depends on the selected target responses for the bright
zone. In reverberant environments, the target responses are generally chosen to be the room
impulse responses from one of the loudspeakers to the control points in the selected bright
zone. This approach synthesizes the direct propagation component and all the reverberant
components in the bright zone, while minimizing the energy in the dark zone. We present
a theoretical analysis to show that high energy differences cannot be achieved for the dif-
fuse reverberant components in the bright and dark zones, and so trying to synthesize these
components in the bright zone does not lead to the best performance. It is then shown that
the performance can be improved by using windowed versions of these measured impulse
responses as target signals, in order to control which reverberant components are synthe-
sized in the bright zone and which are not. This observation is supported by experimental
measurements in two scenarios with different levels of reverberation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Personal Sound Zones (PSZ) systems use an array
of loudspeakers to render different audio signals to dif-
ferent users with minimum leakage between them1,2. To
achieve this, a set of filters is used to process the audio
signals that are fed to the loudspeakers. Different tech-
niques have been proposed to compute the filters, such as
beamforming3,4, soundfield synthesis5–7, energy cancel-
lation approaches8,9, or hybrid approaches10,11. Among
these, Acoustic Contrast Control (ACC)12 is the algo-
rithm that can achieve highest isolation between the
bright and dark zones, where the terms bright and dark
zone refer to the regions where we want high and low
acoustic energy, respectively12. However, ACC can not
synthesize a specific target response in the bright zone.
To solve this limitation, the Weighted Pressure Match-
ing (WPM) algorithm has been proposed13 , which of-
fers the possibility to render a target response in the
bright zone while keeping control over the energy in
the dark zone. To do so, the authors in13 proposed a
novel cost function in which a weighting parameter is
used to balance the components of the energy in the
dark zone and the error with respect to the desired re-
sponse in the bright zone. The WPM algorithm can
be formulated in time-domain14, subband-domain15 and
frequency-domain16. In this paper, because of its simplic-
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ity, we will use the frequency-domain formulation. Nev-
ertheless, our findings can be generalized to the other
formulations of WPM.

The main advantage of WPM over ACC is that al-
lows us to synthesize a desired target response in the
bright zone, however, this is at the cost of higher en-
ergy in the dark zone (i.e., higher interference between
the users of the system)13 . The performance of ACC
and WPM has been compared under reverberant condi-
tions in17,18. The target response selected for the bright
zone is a key choice for WPM systems, as different tar-
gets responses can lead to different levels of energy in the
dark zone. However, this is an aspect that, to the best
of our knowledge, has not been previously studied in the
literature. The most usual approach in reverberant en-
vironments is to select the target as the Room Impulse
Response (RIR) produced by one of the speakers of the
system in the control points of the bright zone14–16,19–21.
This approach aims to synthesize all the direct and rever-
berant components of the RIR in the bright zone while
minimizing the energy in the dark zone. The late re-
verberation components, however, can be assumed to be
diffuse for frequencies above the Schroeder frequency. We
will show that there is no set of filters that can achieve
high energy differences for the diffuse reverberant com-
ponents in the bright and dark zones. Therefore, trying
to synthesize these components in the bright zone while
minimizing their energy in the dark zone does not give the
best overall performance. We therefore propose a varia-
tion of the WPM approach, in which a window function
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is applied to the target impulse response for the bright
zone. By windowing this response, we can control which
reverberant components are synthesized and which are
minimized in the bright zone. We present experimen-
tal evaluations in two scenarios that show the perfor-
mance obtained with different window lengths. The re-
sults indicate that windowing the target can lead to per-
formance improvements with respect to the case without
windowing. In general, it seems that the optimal window
length is frequency and scenario dependent, but the im-
provements that can be obtained are more significant for
mid-high frequencies. Moreover, the results show that
the higher the room reverberation, the higher the perfor-
mance improvements obtained by windowing the target.
Finally, we present evaluation results that show that the
improvements in the performance obtained with the pro-
posed method are robust to perturbations in the environ-
ment.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II studies
the WPM algorithm. Section III presents the novel tar-
get selection for WPM. Section IV presents experimental
results to show the performance of the proposed strategy
to select the target under different reverberation levels.
Finally, Section V summarizes the main conclusions.

Notation: Throughout this paper matrices and vec-
tors are represented by upper and lower case boldface let-

ters, respectively, (·)T stands for transpose, (·)H stands
for conjugate transpose, ‖·‖ for vector 2-norm, E {·} for
expected value, F {·} denotes the Discrete Time Fourier
Transform and I denotes the identity matrix.

II. WEIGHTED PRESSURE MATCHING

Let us consider a PSZ system that uses an array of
L loudspeakers, and where the bright and dark zones are
spatially sampled using Mb and Md control points, re-
spectively. Let us denote Hml,q(f) as the room frequency
response at frequency f between the l-th loudspeaker and
the m-th control point in the q-th zone, where q ∈ {b, d},
and b and d are the indices of the bright and dark zones,
respectively. Also, let us define Gl(f) as the frequency
response of the filter used to filter the signals that will be
fed to the l-th speaker. From now on, we will omit index
f for the sake of simplicity. Next, let us define the Mq×L
matrix containing the room frequency responses between
all loudspeakers and all control points in the q-th zone as

Hq =


H00,q . . . H0(L−1),q

...
. . .

...

H(Mq−1)0,q . . . H(Mq−1)(L−1),q

 . (1)

Similarly, let us define the L × 1 vector containing the
frequency responses of the filters for all loudspeakers in
the system as

g =
[
G0 . . . GL−1

]T
. (2)

Then, we can write the Mq × 1 vector containing the
combined frequency responses for the control points in

the q-th zone as

xq = Hqg . (3)

Moreover, let us define Dm,b(f) as the target frequency
response that we want to synthesize at the m-th control
point of the bright zone (we assume that a null target
response is selected for the dark zone). Then, we can
write the Mb × 1 vector containing the target frequency
responses for all the control points in the bright zone as

db =
[
D0,b . . . DMb−1,b

]T
. (4)

Once the model is presented, we describe the Weight-
ing Pressure Matching (WPM) algorithm, which was
originally proposed by13. The algorithm aims to find
the filter coefficients g that minimize the following cost
function

J(g)=
κ

Md
‖Hd g‖2 +

(1−κ)

Mb
‖Hb g−db‖2 +λ ‖g‖2 . (5)

We can see that (5) is formed by three terms: 1) the
mean energy in the dark zone; 2) the Mean Square Error
(MSE) with respect to the target frequency response in
the bright zone; 3) the energy of the filter coefficients. In
(5), λ is a regularization factor that constrains the en-
ergy of the filters. Also, κ is weighting factor satisfying
0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 that is used to balance the solution, e.g., high
values of κ put more effort into minimizing the mean en-
ergy in the dark zone whereas low values put more effort
into minimizing the MSE in the bright zone. It is straight
forward to show that the optimal filter coefficients that
minimize (5) are given by

g =

(
κ

Md
HH
d Hd+

(1−κ)

Mb
HH
b Hb+λI

)−1
(1−κ)

Mb
HH
b db .

(6)

III. TARGET SELECTION

The target selected for the bright zone heavily in-
fluences the performance of WPM, however, this is an
aspect that has not been extensively studied in the PSZ
related literature. The most common approach in rever-
berant environments is to select the target as the delayed
response from one of the loudspeakers to all of the control
points in the bright zone14–16,19–21, i.e.,

Dm,b = Hmlr,b e
−j2πfτ , (7)

where lr ∈ {0, . . . , L−1} is the index of the reference
loudspeaker, and τ is a modeling delay that assures the
causality of the filters. The previous selection aims to
synthesize the direct propagation component and all the
reverberant components produced by the reference loud-
speaker in the bright zone. Now, let us define

h
(Lw)
ml,b (n) =

{
wLw

(n−τp) hml,b(n) if Lw <∞
hml,b(n) otherwise

, (8)
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FIG. 1. Schematic to illustrate the effect produced by windowing the target. The upper plots represent the RIR between

the reference loudspeaker and one control point in the bright an dark zones, and the lower plots represent the target at these

control points using a window of length Lw.

where hml,q is the RIR between the l-th loudspeaker
and the m-th control point in the bright zone, τp is the
propagation delay corresponding to the direct compo-
nent of hml,b, and wLw

is a window function defined as
wLw

(n) = 0 for |n| ≥Lw. It is important to highlight that
in the previous definition of the window, we assumed that
it is centered on n = 0. In (8), the window is time-shifted
such that its center is located on n = τp. Moreover, from
the definition of the window it is easy to see that its
length is 2Lw−1, however, from now on we are going to
refer to the length of the window as Lw (i.e., the number
of positive time samples in the window). The authors
in22 proposed to use windowed RIRs in Hb and Hd to
compute the filters for the ACC algorithm in order to
improve the robustness to perturbations in the environ-
ment. In our case, we propose to use windows on the
target responses in db in the WPM algorithm to improve
the overall performance, so that these become

Dm,b = H
(Lw)
mlr,b

e−j2πfτ , (9)

where H
(Lw)
mlr,b

= F
{
h
(Lw)
mlr,b

}
. It is important to note that

(7) and (9) are equivalent when Lw = ∞. However, (9)
has the advantage that, by selecting the window length,
we can choose which reverberant components we want
to synthesize and which to minimize in the bright zone.
Then, when selecting a window length that removes cer-
tain reverberant components, we are aiming to achieve a
de-reverberation of the bright zone. We present in FIG. 1
a schematic to illustrate this effect. In the schematic, we
show an example of a RIR between the reference loud-
speaker and one control point in the dark and bright
zones, and also, the target that we aim to achieve at
these control points using a window of length Lw. From
this schematic, it is easy to see that when Lw = ∞, we
want to synthesize all the reverberant components in the
bright zone while minimizing the energy of all the com-
ponents of the RIR in the dark zone. However, the effect
is different when we select finite values for Lw. For time
instants within the window, we seek to synthesize the di-
rect propagation component and some early reflections
in the bright zone, while minimizing the energy in the

dark zone. For time instants after the end of the win-
dow, we want to minimize the energy of the reverberant
components both in the bright and dark zones.

It is not initially clear whether windowing the tar-
get response will lead to performance improvements.
However, above the Schroeder frequency, the late re-
verberation components of the RIR become diffuse23.
These components can then be assumed to be of sim-
ilar energy but uncorrelated between the different con-
trol points. Now, let us define Hb,dif and Hd,dif as
the matrices containing the diffuse components of the
RIR at single frequency f in the bright and dark zones,
respectively. From the ACC algorithm24, we know
that the maximum acoustic contrast (AC) that can be
achieved between the diffuse components of the bright
and dark zones is given by the highest eigenvalue of

matrix
(
HH
d,difHd,dif

)−1
HH
b,difHb,dif . For the diffuse

components, we can assume that HH
b,difHb,dif ≈ σI and

HH
d,difHd,dif ≈ σI (where σ is the energy of the diffuse

field in the room)25. Then, the maximum AC that can
be achieved between the diffuse components of the bright
and dark zones is approximately 1 (in linear units). This
shows that there is no set of filters that is able to pro-
vide a significant energy difference between the diffuse
components in the bright and dark zones. Thus, select-
ing a target that tries to synthesize all of the reverber-
ant components, including the diffuse components in the
bright zone (i.e., with Lw =∞) is not a good choice. In
Section IV, we will present evaluation results that show
that improvements in the performance can be achieved
by windowing the target, i.e., aiming the minimization of
the energy of the diffuse components in both zones.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed target selection for different window lengths
and for two scenarios with different reverberation times.
First, we define the experimental setup and the metrics
used for the evaluations. Then, we present evaluation
results that show the effect on the performance of win-
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dowing the target response for the bright zone. Finally,
we evaluate the robustness to perturbations in the filters
computed with a windowed target.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Array of loudspeakers used in scenario 1 and 2 in a)

and b), respectively.
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FIG. 3. Setups for scenario 1 and 2 in a) and b), respectively.

Markers and denote control and validation points, respec-

tively, and denotes a loudspeaker. The walls are located in

x = ±3.2 m, y = ±5.86 m, and z = {0, 2.65} m in a), and in

x = ±4.53 m, y = {−0.46, 3.99} m, and z = {0, 2.65} m in b).

The loudspeakers and microphones are located at a height of

1.56 m and 1.51 m in a) and b), respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. Example of the causal part of a Tukey window with

Lw = 529 (12 ms) and cosine fraction α = 0.3 in a), target

impulse response and transfer function in the 0-th microphone

of the bright zone for scenario 1 with different window lengths

in b) and c), respectively.

A. Setup

The experimental evaluations have been carried out
in two scenarios using rooms with different reverberations
levels:

• Scenario 1 : Office-like room at the Institute of
Telecommunications and Multimedia Applications
(iTEAM) of size 7.2×11.72×2.63 m and reverbera-
tion time T60 = 0.5 s. The Schroeder frequency for
this room is 95 Hz. In this scenario, a linear array
of 8 two-way loudspeakers with an inter-element
distance of 0.18 m has been used (see FIG. 2a).
The setup is formed by one bright and one dark
zone (FIG. 3a). In each zone, two different grids of
microphones have been used for spatial sampling,
such that the RIRs measured with the control grid
are used to compute the filters and the RIRs mea-
sured with the validation grid are used to evaluate
the filters.
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• Scenario 2 : Listening room at iTEAM, which is
a rectangular room of size 9.07 × 4.45 × 2.65 m
with acoustically treated walls and reverberation
time T60 = 0.18 s. The Schroeder frequency for
this room is 137 Hz. Similarly to scenario 1, a lin-
ear array of 8 two-way loudspeakers with an inter-
element distance of 0.18 m (FIG. 2b) has been used
and two zones are considered, which are spatially
sampled using two different grids of microphones
(see FIG. 3b).

In all cases, the RIRs were measured using the
exponentially-swept sine technique26 with a sampling fre-
quency of 44100 Hz. In the following, we use notation ·
to denote the elements related with the validation grid
of microphones. Due to the effects of the spatial aliasing
in the arrays of loudspeakers, we limit the study to the
frequency range 150-2000 Hz.

The optimal filters have been computed using (6),
where the weighting parameter κ is set to 0.5 if not indi-
cated otherwise. Moreover, the regularization parameter
λ is selected such that the array effort (which will be de-
fined next in (12)) is upper bounded as AE ≤ AEmax.
The value of AEmax will be indicated in each case. The
target for the bright zone has been selected using (9),
where we select wLw

as a Tukey window with cosine
fraction α=0.327 and the reference loudspeaker is lr = 3
(as indicated in FIG. 2a and FIG. 2b). Moreover, when
Lw < ∞, we apply a 1/3 octave band equalizer to the
target to obtain the same energy in the bright zone as for
the case with Lw = ∞. In FIG. 4a, we show an exam-
ple of the causal part of a Tukey window with Lw=529
(12 ms), and FIG. 4b and FIG. 4c show examples of a
target impulse response and a frequency response in the
bright zone for scenario 1 with Lw = 529 (12 ms) and
Lw =∞.

B. Metrics

Next, we present the metrics used for the evaluations.
First, we define the MSE in the bright zone as

εb =
∥∥Hbg − db

∥∥2 , (10)

where the target is selected using the same criterion used
to compute the filters, meaning that the same window
wLw

is used to compute and to evaluate the filters. Next,
we define the mean energy in the dark zone as

Ed =
∥∥Hdg

∥∥2 , (11)

and the array effort as

AE =
‖g‖2

Eref
, (12)

where Eref is the energy required by the reference loud-
speaker to provide the same energy in the bright zone as
the array of loudspeakers using the set of filters g.

So far, we have defined metrics that are directly re-
lated with the three components of the cost function (5),

and whose influence can be adjusted with λ and κ. Now,
we define the Acoustic Contrast (AC) as

C =

∥∥Hbg
∥∥2∥∥Hdg
∥∥2 , (13)

which is a metric related to the level of acoustic isolation
between the bright and dark zones. The AC is not di-
rectly present in cost function (5), but is commonly used
as a performance indicator for PSZ systems. Finally, we
define the mean Kurtosis of the measured RIRs at sample
time n as

K(n) =
1

Nh

∑
∀m,∀l,∀q

E
{(

hml,q−µ(n)
ml,q

)4}
(
σ
(n)
ml,q

)4 − 3

 (14)

where µ
(n)
ml,q and σ

(n)
ml,q are the mean value and the stan-

dard deviation of hml,q, respectively, over the interval
n, . . . , n+Ls−1, and the expected value for time n is
computed over the interval n, . . . , n+Ls−1. In (14), Nh
denotes the total number of RIRs for which the mean
Kurtosis is computed. The Kurtosis is a measure of the
tailedness of a sample distribution. For a Gaussian Prob-
ability Density Function (PDF), the Kurtosis value is 0.
The authors in28 show that the Kurtosis is closely related
with the diffuseness of late reverberations. In particular,
they show that the early part of the RIR, containing the
direct propagation component and strong deterministic
reflections, is unlikely to have a Gaussian distribution,
so it presents high Kurtosis levels. However, the late
diffuse components of the RIR present Kurtosis values
close to 0. The motivation is that the reflection den-
sity is high for the diffuse part of the RIR, which makes
it more likely that the RIR has a gaussian distribution.
For the computation of the Kurtosis we used a length
segment of Ls = 882 (20 ms) and all the RIRs have been
aligned, such that their direct propagation component is
located at sample index n = 0. From now on, we use
a third-octave averaging29 for all frequency-domain plots
to improve the readability of the results.

C. Effect of Lw in scenario 1

In this subsection, we present experimental results to
show the influence of the window length Lw on the per-
formance for scenario 1. Firstly, we show in FIG. 5 the
performance as a function of Lw in terms of: mean en-
ergy in the dark zone (in FIG. 5a,5d), MSE in the bright
zone (in FIG. 5b,5e), and array effort (in FIG. 5c,5f).
In FIG. 5, the metrics in the top and bottom rows are
computed with AEmax = 0 dB and AEmax = 15 dB,
respectively. We can see that the performance for both
effort constraints is equal for frequencies above 800 Hz.
The motivation is that the matrix that must be inverted
in (6) is well conditioned above 800 Hz, and then, even
with a regularization parameter of λ = 0 does not lead
to a high array effort. For frequencies below 800 Hz, the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 5. (color online) Performance as a function of the window length and frequency for scenario 1 in terms of: mean energy

in the dark zone (a, d), MSE in the bright zone (b, e), and array effort (c, f). For the top row figures AEmax = 0 dB, and

AEmax = 15 dB for the bottom figures.

performance is different for the two effort constraints,
however, the effect of the window length in the perfor-
mance is similar in both cases. Then, the following anal-
ysis is valid for the two studied constraints. We can see
in FIG. 5b,5e that very short windows (of 1 ms or less)
lead to an MSE that is at least 10 dB worse than for
longer windows, while the energy generated in the dark
zone is similar (in FIG. 5a,5d). This fact indicates that if
the window is too short it can degrade the performance.
Also, we can see that, in general, short windows (of about
12 ms) present a significantly lower energy in the dark
zone than longer windows. Moreover, for frequencies in
the range 150-200 Hz, 400-500 Hz and above 700 Hz these
improvements are not at the cost of substantially higher
MSE. For frequencies 200-400 Hz and 500-700 Hz, short
windows lead to lower energy in the dark zone at the
cost of worse MSE. For these frequency bands, lower en-
ergy in the dark zone may be achieved for long windows
by tuning the weighting parameter κ, therefore, at this
point it is not yet clear if real improvements in the perfor-
mance are achieved with short windows in all the studied
frequency range.

Now, we present additional results in FIG. 6, where
we compare the following configurations:

• Configuration 1: Lw = 529 (12 ms) and κ = 0.5.

• Configuration 2: Lw =∞ and κ = 0.5.

• Configuration 3: Lw = ∞ with frequency depen-
dent κ. For each frequency bin, we search the
weighting factor κ (as shown in FIG. 7) that leads
to the same MSE as configuration 1.

It is important to note that in order to fairly determine
which window length is able to provide lower energy in
the dark zone, we must compare their performance for
the case in which their MSE is equal. This means that
reductions in the energy in the dark zone for one of the
configurations compared to another are then not at the
cost of higher MSE in the bright zone. This is the mo-
tivation to include configuration 3 in the comparison.
The performance of the three configurations is shown in
FIG. 6 in terms of: mean energy in the dark zone (in
FIG. 6a), MSE in the bright zone (in FIG. 6b), array
effort (in FIG. 6c), and acoustic contrast (in FIG. 6d).
We only present results for AEmax = 15 dB, as we can
see in FIG. 5 that the effect of the window length on the
performance is similar for different effort constraints. We
see that configuration 1 can offer lower energy in the dark
zone than configuration 2 and also lower or equal MSE
in certain frequency bands, e.g., 150-200 Hz, 400-500 Hz,
700-900 Hz, and 1.1-1.5 kHz. This means that a longer
window cannot offer better performance than Lw = 529
for these frequencies, neither in terms of energy in the
dark zone nor in terms of MSE (even if we tune κ). Next,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 6. Performance for three different configurations as a function of frequency for scenario 1 in terms of: (a) mean energy in

the dark zone, (b) MSE in the bright zone, (c) array effort, and (d) acoustic contrast. AEmax = 15 dB is considered.

FIG. 7. Weighting factor κ used for configuration 3 in FIG. 6

and FIG. 10 for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.

if we compare configuration 1 and 3, we can see that con-
figuration 1 leads to lower energy in the dark zone for all
the studied frequencies except for the band 200-360 Hz,
where configuration 3 presents slightly lower energy. For

FIG. 8. Mean Kurtosis for scenarios 1 and 2.

example, configuration 1 leads to almost 6 dB lower en-
ergy in the dark zone than configuration 3 around 1 kHz,
and 5 dB lower energy around 180 Hz. The acoustic con-
trast in FIG. 6d follows the same trends, since for the
same MSE level, configuration 1 can offer higher con-
trast than configuration 3 across almost all of the stud-
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 9. (color online) Performance as a function of the window length and frequency for scenario 2 in terms of: mean energy

in the dark zone (a, d), MSE in the bright zone (b, e), and array effort (c, f). For the top row figures AEmax = 0 dB, and

AEmax = 15 dB for the bottom figures.

ied frequencies (with improvements of more than 5 dB).
Moreover, the array effort required by configuration 1 is
lower than for configuration 2 and 3 for frequencies above
700 Hz. The MSE is almost the same for configuration
1 and 3, as expected, and is broadly similar for config-
uration 2, although slightly higher or lower for different
frequencies. From these results, we can conclude that, for
scenario 1, windowing the target response with a short
window of length Lw = 529 (12 ms) leads to significantly
better performance than the case without windowing for
most of the studied frequencies. This indicates that tar-
geting the minimization of the energy of the diffuse re-
verberant components in the bright and dark zones can
lead to great improvements in the performance for this
scenario.

Finally, FIG. 8 shows the mean Kurtosis of the RIRs
for scenario 1. We can observe that the Kurtosis has
high values for the early part of the RIR, where the di-
rect component and the early reflections are located, and
drops to a small value after about 20 ms, indicating that
the reverberant components of the RIRs can be assumed
diffuse, with a Gaussian PDF, after this time28. It is
for window lengths greater than about 20 ms that the
performance starts to deteriorate in FIG. 5. Then, the
Kurtosis provides a useful metric for the selection of the
window length.

D. Effect of Lw in scenario 2

In this subsection, we present experimental results
to illustrate the influence of the window length Lw on
the performance for scenario 2, with the lower reverber-
ation time. FIG. 9 shows the performance as a function
of Lw in terms of: mean energy in the dark zone (in
FIG. 9a,9d), MSE in the bright zone (in FIG. 9b,9e),
and array effort (in FIG. 9c,9f). In FIG. 9, the metrics
in the top row are again computed with AEmax = 0 dB,
and AEmax = 15 dB for the bottom row. As for scenario
1, the performance is similar for both effort constraints at
frequencies above 800 Hz, as are the effects of the window
length for frequencies below 800 Hz in both cases. We
can see in FIG. 9b,9e that very short windows (of 1 ms
or less) lead to a much higher MSE than longer windows,
while the energy generated in the dark zone is similar (in
FIG. 9a,9d). This indicates that selecting a window that
is too short can significantly degrade the performance.
The mean energy in the dark zone is lower for shorter
windows (of about 8 ms) than longer ones, particularly
for frequencies above 1 kHz. However, we can also see in
FIG. 9b,9e that, in general, the MSE is higher for short
windows. In this case the lower energy generated in the
dark zone when using short windows comes at the cost
of higher MSE in the bright zone.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 10. Performance for three different configurations as a function of frequency for scenario 2 in terms of: (a) mean energy

in the dark zone, (b) MSE in the bright zone, (c) array effort, and (d) acoustic contrast. AEmax = 15 dB is considered.

In order to further study if windowing the target
offers performance improvements in this scenario, we
present additional results in FIG. 10 where we com-
pare three configurations which are similar to those used
above:

• Configuration 1: Lw = 353 (8 ms) and κ = 0.5.

• Configuration 2: Lw =∞ and κ = 0.5.

• Configuration 3: Lw = ∞ with frequency depen-
dent κ. For each frequency bin, we search the
weighting factor κ (shown in FIG. 7) that leads
to the same MSE as configuration 1.

We again include configuration 3 to fairly determine
which window length is able to provide lower energy in
the dark zone, while giving the same MSE. The perfor-
mance of these configurations is shown in FIG. 10 in
terms of: mean energy in the dark zone (in FIG. 10a),
MSE in the bright zone (in FIG. 10b), array effort (in
FIG. 10c), and acoustic contrast (in FIG. 10d). As for
scenario 1, we only present results for AEmax=15 dB to
avoid redundancy. Above about 700 Hz the energy in the
dark zone is lower for configuration 1 than for configu-
ration 2, but even lower than for configuration 3 above

1 kHz. In this case, however, configuration 2 has a sig-
nificantly lower MSE than configuration 1 or 3. From
these results, we can conclude that windowing the tar-
get response for the bright zone with a short window of
8 ms, can lead to better performance in terms of acoustic
contrast than the case without windowing for frequen-
cies above 1 kHz in this scenario. These results and the
results in Section IV C show that the optimal window
length is frequency and scenario dependent. Comparing
the results for the two scenarios, we can see that the
higher the reverberation in the room, the greater the im-
provement obtained by windowing the target response in
the bright zone.

FIG. 8 shows the mean Kurtosis of the RIRs for sce-
nario 2, which has high values for times smaller than
10 ms, while it is much smaller for times greater than
about 10 ms. This indicates that the reverberant com-
ponents of the RIRs are diffuse after about 10 ms, which
is the window length after which the performance starts
to degrade in FIG. 9, again illustrating the use of the
Kurtosis in estimating the optimum window length, al-
though only at higher frequencies in this case with a short
reverberation time.

J. Acoust. Soc. Am. / 15 September 2021 Windowed targets for personal sound zones 9



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 11. Performance for three different configurations as a function of frequency for scenario 1 with perturbations in terms

of: (a) mean energy in the dark zone, (b) MSE in the bright zone, (c) array effort, and (d) acoustic contrast. AEmax = 15 dB

is considered.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 12. Setup used to measure the RIRs without perturba-

tions in a), and to measure the RIRs with the perturbations

produced by two persons within the zones in b).

E. Robustness against perturbations

We now evaluate whether the improvements obtained
by windowing the target are robust to perturbations in
the environment. To this end, we present in FIG. 11
evaluations results for scenario 1, where the filters are
computed with the RIRs measured at the control points
without any perturbation (as in FIG. 12a) and evaluated
using the RIRs measured at the control points when per-
turbations in the RIR, due to two people located within
the zones, are present (as in FIG. 12b). The control fil-
ters are those calculated without any perturbations, as
in Section IV C, but now the performance, as shown in
FIG. 11, has been calculated after these perturbations
in the RIR. The effect of the perturbations can thus be
evaluated by comparing the results in FIG. 11 with those
in FIG. 6. We can see that the perturbations have gener-
ally increased the energy in the dark zone and the MSE
in the bright zone with respect to the case without per-
turbations. The mean energy in the dark zone is still
significantly smaller for the windowed target in configu-
ration 1 than it is without the window, and the MSE is
also again broadly similar in the two cases. We can thus
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conclude that the performance improvements obtained
by selecting a short window for scenario 1 are robust to
perturbations in the environment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a novel approach to select
the target response in the bright zone for the Weighting
Pressure Matching (WPM) algorithm in personal sound
zones systems. In previous works the target for the bright
zone has generally been selected to be the Room Im-
pulse Response (RIR) from one loudspeaker to all the
control points in the bright zone. The aim is thus to
synthesize the direct propagation component and all the
reverberant components in the bright zone, while min-
imizing the energy of all components in the dark zone.
The late reverberant components, however, are diffuse
above the Schroeder frequency and it is shown that there
is no set of filters that can lead to high energy differ-
ences between the diffuse reverberant components in the
bright and dark zones, so trying to synthesize all of the
reverberation components in the bright zone while mini-
mizing their energy in the dark zone is not a good strat-
egy. Alternatively, we proposed to window the RIRs from
one loudspeaker to all the control points in the bright
zone, and use these responses as target for the bright
zone. This approach allows us to select which reverber-
ant components we want to synthesize in the bright zone
by choosing the window length. Experimental evaluation
results in two rooms with different levels of reverbera-
tion show the effect of windowing the target response.
The results showed that windowing the target response
can lead to lower energy in the dark zone and higher
acoustic contrast than the case without windowing, with
similar Mean Square Error (MSE) in the bright zone in
the case of the more reverberant room and with similar
array effort. Specifically, improvements of up to 6 dB
in the acoustic contrast are observed for a room with
T60 = 500 ms when a window length of 12 ms is used
in the target impulse responses. The window length that
offers best performance is, in general, both frequency and
scenario dependent. The Kurtosis of the RIRs, which is
related with their level of diffuseness, is also shown to
give a good indication of the best window length. Also,
we observed that greater improvements with respect to
the case without windowing are obtained for mid-high
frequencies. The improvements obtained by windowing
the target are greater for scenarios with high reverber-
ation level, and are also robust to perturbations in the
room impulse responses.
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